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ABOUT US
ROLEX FURNITURE is in the furniture industry for more than one decade and have been serving with

excellent quality and durability products and satisfying our valued clients as well. ROLEX FURNITURE

introduces wide range of furniture products which includes Chairs, Sofas, School Benches, Tables, Office

Furniture, Wooden Furniture, SS Furniture, Wrought Iron Furniture, Modular Kitchen Furniture, Safes,

Blinds, Bean Bags – a one stop complete solution for all your needs. The ergonomic created furniture

meets the most demanding requirements thus combining luxury with functionality.

With the motto to serve our customer with the latest products of furniture and to cater the needs of our

esteemed customer, we have introduced a whole new and latest range of classic and modern designer

furniture with the exclusive combination of stainless steel, wrought iron and wood.

Our High Definition products of furniture showcase the power of advanced technology blended with

exceptional Indian creativity and design.

In order to serve our customers the best and latest products of furniture and reasonable prices, we have

professionally dedicated team and workshop and designing center equipped with advanced technology.

WHY US
Wide Range of Chairs & Furniture:

Rolex Furniture has a wide range of chairs, sofas, stainless steel furniture, wooden furniture and other

furniture to choose from to suit all your requirements. All of these products can be accessed easily at the

click of the mouse.

Direct Delivery to Your Doorstep:

We are committed to deliver chairs and other products to your doorstep on your requirement. So please

feel free to do shopping here.

Live Online Support:

For any query, suggestion and inquiry we are there to support you online at any time you can have live

online chat with our executive.
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CHAIR CARE
In order to enjoy the comforts of your chair for a longer time, it is requested to go through the
suggestions made here in below: -

 Always ensure that all the components are rightly inserted at the right place and

other parts fitted properly.

 While assembling a Chair, ensure that the Chair is assembled strictly as per the

instructions in the manual provide by the company.

 The Chair must be firmly based on a leveled ground.

 Always make sure that the tensions control of the mechanism is properly adjusted

according to the weight of the person sitting in it thus, allowing the chair to move in

a controlled and smooth position.

 Inspect and maintain your chair at least twice in a year. In case you detect any

technical snag and / or any component / accessory loosened get it rectified

immediately by the company technician. Please note that chair rectified / serviced by

any outside person may loose the warranty.

 Never put hot objects or live electrical appliances on upholstered chairs. The

upholstery may catch fire and even harm you and your property.

PRODUCT RANGE

Chairs : director chairs | executive chairs | alpha chairs | workstation chairs | cafeteria chairs | lounge seating chairs |
meeting room chairs | tandem seating chairs | auditorium chairs | high counter chairs | rocking chairs

Sofas : executive sofas | lounge sofas School
Benches : educational benches | tablet chairs/ benches

Tables : cafeteria tables | center tables | office
tables

Office
Furniture : modular office furniture | office storage

Wooden
Furniture :

bedroom sets | computer trolleys | lcd units
| tv trolleys | utilities furniture

S.S.
Furniture :

beds | dinning sets | canteen furniture | sofa sets |
trolley

Wrought Iron
Furniture :

beds | bunk beds | dinning sets | Imported |
sofa sets | swings | tv units

Modular
Kitchen: modular kitchens furniture

Blinds : roman blinds | vinyle blind | wallpaper |
wooden venet

Safes &
Bean Bags
:

electronic safe | manual safe | bean bags
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